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Who we are?

INTERPORTPOLICE:

• A non-profit organisation linking those involved in policing and security.

• INTERPORTPOLICE is an international organization established to share expertise and best practice on protective security to help mitigate the risks associated with the threat from terrorism, criminality, sabotage, and theft at seaports, airports, transport systems and publicly accessible locations.

• https://interportpolice.org/
Who we work with?

• We work with police, security authorities and international organisations to help identify risks to and reduce vulnerability and support the highest standards of protective security.

• We focus in particular on aviation, maritime, transportation, critical national infrastructures and borders.

• Our primary partners are those authorities and international partners who have responsibility for security and safety.
What we do?

Facilitate optimal security and safety practices through the provision of:

• Best practice guidance,
• Development of international standards and recommendations,
• After action reviews
• Collaborative information sharing,
• Operational training
What we do?

We leverage authorities’ capacity to provide assurance and resilience against the threat of trans-national terrorism, criminality, and sabotage. Working together we provide a more secure and collaborative environment.

We link with Police and security providers around the globe to enable networking collaboration through:

- Conferencing
- Knowledge resource
- Security audits
- On line or venue education and training
Our links with the US Morrone 9/11 Center

THE MORRONE 9/11 CENTER:

• Associated by an MOU with INTERPORTPOLICE

• Morrone 9/11 Center provides education, research, collaboration, and best practices for programs and projects that assist governments, authorities, and other security-eligible organizations worldwide with assistance and guidance for the security and safety of mass people environments, helping to make the world a safer and more secure place.

• https://911center.org/
The 21st Century Crisis

Are you prepared?

- Multiple failures
- Cascading consequences
- Trans-boundary
- Multi-jurisdictional
- Catastrophic infrastructural failures
- No clear solution
- No model of response
- No single point of responsibility

Are you prepared?
Challenges of terrorism and serious organised crime

**Terrorism**

- Creates fear and demoralization
- Media exposure for the cause
- Creates a balance between terror and military power
- Political change

**Serious organised crime**

- Profit – financial gain
Other Challenges

Natural disasters
Safety related incidents
Civil disturbances
To be resilient organisations need to:

- Adapt to the 21st Century Risks
- Recognise and learn from past events
- Support efficient and effective communication
- Ensure senior leadership commitment
- Identify problems early and take action
- Develop and ensure a positive organisational culture
- Address emerging and current challenges

You Will Not Be Resilient If You Do Not Change – CSBP can help
Community Security Best Practices - CSBP

Have you heard the following phrase?

“Never going to happen here”

Organisations that are not prepared are vulnerable which can lead to catastrophic consequences, loss of life, severe financial cost, an enquiry, challenging questions, and reputational damage

- PROTECT
- PREVENT
- PREPARE
Community Security Best Practice

Strategic Objectives

- Deter and prevent terrorist attacks and criminal or hostile acts in the airport and seaport domain
- Protect transportation authorities and national governments and their interests
- Mitigate damage and expedite recovery
- Minimize the impact on the aviation transportation system, the community and national economy
- Actively engage domestic and international partners

Principles

- Maximize domain awareness
- Deploy layered security
- Promote a safe, efficient, and secure maritime (and aviation) transportation system
- Enhance national and international cooperation
- Assure continuity of the aviation transportation system
CSBP document suite provides information and guidance on:

- Risk and vulnerability assessments
- Insider threat mitigation
- Intelligence gathering and sharing
- Engaging your community
- Security assurance process and practices
- Self assessment security audits
- Organisation security culture development and assessment
- Supports identification of required improvement
Community Security Best Practice

The CSBP brings together:

- Principles of Protective Security Management Systems (PSeMS)
- Learnings from Project Griffin International (PGI),
- Community engagement initiative - See Act Say
- Observations and recommendations from evidence based practices from international counterparts involved in security (e.g., United Nations Agencies, NATO, US – DHS/ FEMA, UK and EU law enforcement & security authorities

Combined this forms a methodology and approach that supports security assurance and resilience.
What is Community Security Best Practice – CSBP

• Practical methods used to prevent, detect, deter and deny hostile intent
• Practices that will enable an organisation to assure security resilience
• Principles and practices to provide an organisation with day to day security assurance
• Guidance to help mitigate organised crime, terrorism and theft
• Prepares organisations for agile and flexible response threats
• Recommendations based evidence and learnings from past events
• Guidance for self-assessment security audits
• Guidance that will assist in providing and managing community policing and security across all domains
Community Security Best Practice (CSBP) documentation suite

CSBP
- Comprehensive Best Practice Guide

PSEMS
- Security Management System Guidance

Security Audit
- Security system risk and vulnerability assessment

See Act Say
- Community engagement initiative
PSeMS is an organisation’s systematic approach to managing security risks incorporating security management into daily activities of an organisation.

It provides the necessary organisational structure, accountabilities, policies and procedures to ensure effective oversight.

PSeMS is an assurance system for organisational security across all domains of the organisation.
See Say Act (1/2)

SSA is an evidenced based community engagement programme

- See Say Act is a proven community engagement initiative, it forms part of our 3 pillar strategy to educate, collaborate and communicate with staff and your environment community

- Provides a means to increase knowledge and build confidence in reporting whilst keeping people informed

- Develops trust and fosters a positive security culture, it is low cost and involves everyone in the organisation
See Say Act (2/2)

SSA is an evidenced based community engagement programme

- Aimed at protecting Cities, Communities, Transport Infrastructure.

- Supports the 4P’s approach to mitigation of threats: Pursue, Prevent, Protect and Prepare

- Involves proactive tactical intelligence led deployment to mitigate threat.

- Relies on and makes use of technology

- Forms part of an organisations security management systems (SeMS) and helps develop your security culture
See Say Act is a Public Affairs Programme to Support Law Enforcement and Security

Provides a companion communication system across all of your communication channels.
Enables a jurisdiction to enact evidence-based practices

- Supports the Best Practices
- Offers a Public Affairs Programme
- Provides simple & effective communications

In cooperation with:
You are our Eyes & Ears

Educate Your Community

create a dynamic QR code safe link & post it anywhere that any user can scan for instant public safety response
The Outcome of an informed community can be significant

- Develop a security culture
- Evidenced-based solution
- Provides knowledge, confidence and reporting
- Promotes a team environment and identity
- Provides reassurance in security and policing
- Low cost and high return, more eyes and ears
- Adds as mitigation towards risk assessment
- Provides a resource in a crisis
Once data is fed into the system, Atlas One will automatically reformat and distribute alerts, incident, and event information across all of your digital channels, such as Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, and mobile app.
Provides simple and effective two-way communication – managed by the Authority
GEO-FENCED ANNOUNCEMENTS AND ALERTS

When a person scans a QR SAFE LINK code, they can instantly report safety issues, suspicious activity, and even chat with security or operations teams.

Every QR code can be programmed to run advanced automations, rules, and workflows when scanned, improving the operational response to incidents.

Message everyone or a specific area
With location-based announcements and nearby safety alerts
Centralize incoming support and service requests, from every digital channel, into a unified inbox where your operations team can quickly triage, respond, and resolve incoming incident reports. Create automated rules and workflows to save time and improve public safety outcomes and rapid response.
For any 999/111/911 calls or incident reported, automatically trigger rules and workflows to instantly notify and connect the right people and assets, through a secure internal messaging platform.

Instantly connect operations teams, security personnel, and first responders.
ALL-IN-ONE DIGITAL CITIZEN ENGAGEMENT FOR PUBLIC SAFETY

The most advanced community engagement platform ever built
Designed so government and public safety organizations can communicate, engage, and support their mass community environment with the same sophistication, scale, and precision as the world’s leading brands.

Automate alerts to the public about active incidents and issues
Communicate across all of your digital channels
Who uses AN eyes & ears solution?

Here are just two

United Kingdom

New York City
Thank you for your attention

For more information go to: https://www.interportpolice.org

The Morrone 9/11 Center sponsors free AtlasOne Essential communications